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Bar Steel
Chrome plated bar steel

Chrome plated bars are primarily used for
piston rods in hydraulic cylinders because
of the high surface hardness and minimal
surface roughness.

Round and square bar steel

Both round and square bar steel are
excellently suited for the manufacture of
high-quality machine components.

Bar steel, up to 1000 mm diameter

This high-quality product is mainly used
for the manufacture of gears for industrial
applications.

Van Leeuwen, also the right address for bar steel!

Van Leeuwen Precisie B.V.
Hamburgweg 6
7418 ES Deventer
The Netherlands
T +31 570 500700
F +31 570 500777
E info-precisie@vanleeuwen.nl
W www.vanleeuwen.com

Van Leeuwen Precisie B.V. is part
of the Van Leeuwen Pipe and Tube
Group, a globally operating trading
company specialized in steel pipes,
and pipe and tube applications. We
are active in virtually all industrial
sectors. With fifty branches spread
throughout Europe, the Middle East,
Asia, Australia, and North and South
America, we ensure that materials
are available anywhere in the world,
customized wherever needed. Our
employees have specialist knowledge
of sourcing, project management,
logistics and stock planning and work
closely together with our customers in
the Industry and Energy markets. The
combination of global logistics and
knowledge of products and customer
applications makes Van Leeuwen a
leading company in its markets.

Precision tubes and bar steel
In addition to a great variety of tubes, flanges
and fittings, Van Leeuwen also supplies a
wide range of bar steel. Bar steel is used in
many applications in automotive, hydraulic,
mechanical engineering and construction
sectors. We decided to extend our assortment
in order to improve our ability to meet your
needs. Our delivery program includes the
following products.

Services
If desired, we cut the material to the right
length, with very precise tolerances. This
service simplifies your production process
and reduces the total costs in the production
chain. We also offer various services related to
logistics and quality control, including customer
dedicated stocks. We deliver the bar steel
together with your pipe material, as frequently
as you wish.

Quality
Hot Rolled

Bright

Ck 15

St 37-2 K

Ck 35

St 52-3 h 9

St.52-3

Ck 35 h 9

16 Mn Cr 5 G

Ck45 h9/ h11

20NiCrMo 2G

Ck45 h6/ h7/ g9

Ck 45

42CrMo S4 h9

42 Cr Mo S4 + Ca

20MnV6 h6

42 Cr Mo S4 V

free cutting steel 11 SMn Pb 30/37 h11

34 Cr Ni Mo 6 V

free cutting steel 11 SMn 30/37 h11

30 Cr Ni Mo 8 V
X210CrW12
X155CrVMo12.1

Range of dimensions
Round

6 - 1000 mm diameter

Square

3 - 300 mm per side

Flat

8 x 2 mm - 300 x 50 mm

Hexagonal

5 - 80 mm per side

Should you be looking for other products or
services not listed here, or should you have
anyquestions, please contact us. Our staff is
happy to assist you.

